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Abstract

Duplication of content, whether it be text, figures, tables, or ideas, without duly referencing the original source of such content is called as plagiarism. Plagiarism of text can be flagged by similarity checking software. Careful curating of content before it is put into similarity checking software for screening as well as a thorough understanding of how such software works are essential to appropriately interpret such similarity check reports. Mere similarity is not plagiarism. Drawing an inference regarding plagiarism based on the output of similarity checking software requires considerable human input from editors and reviewers. Identification of plagiarism of figures, tables, and ideas almost entirely depends on the efforts of editors or reviewers rather than being detectable automatically. A thorough understanding of plagiarism is essential for prospective authors to safeguard against this academic sin.
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Introduction

Scientific reporting relies on the generation of original observations of natural phenomena as well as novel inferences drawn from experimental scenarios. The content as well as the language used to describe these needs to be original. Any duplication (whether intentional or not) of scientific ideas, hypotheses, content, or language is not recommended.1–3 Whenever such duplication is essential, it requires a clear reference to be made to the original source. Plagiarism refers to the duplication of ideas, hypotheses, content, or language without attribution to the due source (► Table 1). In its truest sense, plagiarism is an intentional act rather than accidental. Plagiarism is a moral or an ethical construct without statutes of limitation to the original source, whereas copyright is a legal construct governed by local regulations.1–3 Plagiarism is distinct from similarity (which is detected by similarity checking software).4,5 Plagiarism has been identified for over two millennia.6 However, recent developments such as the advent of the World Wide Web as well as proliferation of technology along with increasing use of artificial intelligence has increased the ability to identify plagiarism over the years. ► Fig. 1 reflects the results of a search on PubMed (conducted on February 27, 2022) using the search string “plagiarism.” Noticeably, the number of articles retrieved with this search considerably increased over the past three decades. With the increasing number of instances of plagiarism, the complexity of output from similarity checking software used to screen for plagiarism has also noticeably increased. Plagiarism identified during the peer review process shall invariably result in
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rejection. Plagiarism detected after publication of a manuscript is likely to result in retraction of the plagiarized content or at least require a considerable erratum to be published.\(^7\)

In this article, we shall aim to develop a practical approach toward detecting plagiarism of text, graphics or tables, or ideas. This should help reviewers and editors understand the nuances of detecting plagiarism as well as provide an insight for authors to enable them avoid falling foul of plagiarism. While the authors have published about plagiarism before, every attempt has been made to avoid overlap of content with their previously published work.\(^2,5,8,9\)

### Table 1 Key types of plagiarism and their detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of plagiarism</th>
<th>Aids to detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Similarity checking software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figures</td>
<td>Google images or other similar image repositories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tables</td>
<td>Predominantly related to review articles. Manual review of other similar published articles and checking the order of references in such reviews might help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas</td>
<td>The purported originator of the idea should provide evidence of the primacy of their idea, possibly through a prior publication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Plagiarism of Text

Plagiarism of text is what is most easily identifiable based on the outputs from similarity checking software.\(^4,5\) The most common software used in academic publishing for checking similarity is iThenticate, a product of Turnitin, LLC. What this paid software does is continually scan troves of online pages and record their content (including content from journals linked to its database via Crossref). Content available on the Internet in the past (which might have been deleted thereafter) is also recorded by iThenticate and available for comparison. Thus, plagiarized content from source material not currently available online can also be detected by iThenticate.\(^5\) Other paid software commonly used for similarity checking include Grammarly. Alternative free software to check similarity such as DupliChecker or Smallseotools are useful for those without institutional access to paid software.\(^3\) Journal article submission portals and institutional libraries might also help to check for similarity. A point to note is that while many journals regularly screen for similarity after manuscript submission, any detection of plagiarism at this stage might be reported by the journal to the host.

![Fig. 1](image-url) Number of articles identified over time on a PubMed search. The search term used was “plagiarism” on February 27, 2022. Such a search includes articles that might have been flagged for plagiarism as well as those written on the topic of plagiarism. Overall, it reflects the relevance of the present topic over time.
institution of the submitting author and subsequently attract penalties for the authors.

As an example, iThenticate relies on the user to input content for similarity checking. Curation of content for similarity checking is essential to appropriately interpret output from iThenticate. The title page and references should not be included while checking similarity. This is because a lot of content from these sections will inherently be similar to previous literature, including author affiliations, statements regarding ethical approval and informed consent, and conflict of interest declarations. Another point to consider while feeding data for similarity checking is to set a limit for the number of consecutive words that should be similar before being flagged by iThenticate during similarity checking. Generally, such a limit is set at 8 or 10 words to avoid unnecessary flagging of commonly used phrases. Authors might copy content from elsewhere and delete or replace a few words here and there to avoid flagging of similarity by the software. Editors should suspect plagiarism when there is a sequence of content flagged to be similar with a few dissimilar words in between.5,10

The original context to which similarity is flagged by the software should be sought and checked by editors and reviewers to arrive at a judgment as to whether this constitutes plagiarism. If the scientific paper has been published as a conference abstract previously, then this is likely to be picked up by iThenticate as considerably similar. However, this does not constitute plagiarism (although inexperienced editors and reviewers might be misled to think otherwise). It is a good practice for authors to declare prior conference presentations at the time of submission of the manuscript to avoid such a scenario.9 Increasingly, preprint publications are being used for early dissemination of results of a scientific study.11 Such preprints should also be transparently declared during manuscript submission, otherwise they might be misconstrued as plagiarism after being flagged by similarity checking software.

Certain sections of the manuscript are more likely to be flagged as similar. For example, similar methods used in a previous paper might have considerable overlap of language, particularly for detailing laboratory experiments performed in a study. The reagents and machinery used for such tests will likely be identical across multiple studies. Even if such content is flagged as similar, it is of little consequence for making a judgment about plagiarism. On the contrary, minor degrees of similarity in the introduction, results, or discussion might be unacceptable.3,5,8

Plagiarism of Ideas

This is probably the most difficult type of plagiarism to identify with any degree of certainty. Many a novel idea or hypothesis is based on a thorough analysis of preexisting literature in that particular area.12 Hence, the same idea might conceivably have occurred simultaneously to two different research groups. Indeed, it is not uncommon for two or more scientific papers to publish their results related to a similar scientific hypothesis separated by a short period of time.13,14

The best way to avoid falling foul of plagiarism of ideas is to establish the primacy of one’s idea by publishing it beforehand as a hypothesis or publishing a study protocol as a preprint. However, even this is not foolproof, as the idea could then be translated by a rival research group before the original group generating or publishing the idea has completed their experiments in relation to the idea. Plagiarism of ideas is difficult to detect for editors and reviewers. Generally, investigations related to alleged plagiarism of ideas come to light when a complaint is made to the journal by the person claiming primacy over the idea. The burden of proof of primacy of the idea generally rests with the complainant in such instances.

Plagiarism of Graphics or Tables

Authors should make every possible attempt to generate original figures or tables for their manuscripts. Adaptation of figures or tables from their own previously published papers is permissible with due permission from the copyright holder (which could be the authors’ themselves or the publisher) while duly citing the source of such adapted figures or tables.5,9 As an example, when we updated a review on the management of Takayasu arteritis,15 we had to seek permission of the copyright holder of the original paper (in this case, the publisher) before partially adapting a table from this source,16 even though we had conceptualized the original table ourselves. Adapting tables and figures from others’ work is permissible with due attribution to the source after seeking permission of the copyright holder. In most instances, this is possible through the Web page of the article which provides a link to seek permission for the reproduction of such content. Rightslink is one such commonly used tool. Many a times, permission for academic or noncommercial reproduction of content is available at no or minimal cost.9 However, most journal editors would not prefer adaptation of such work which was not the original idea of the authors even if due processes are followed before adaptation.7

Plagiarism of tables is more frequently an issue for review articles. Whenever editors or reviewers are tasked with evaluating a review article, it is best to conduct a search for similar such review articles that have already been published, and go through their text and reference lists to assess whether any tables might have been plagiarized from them.5,10

Plagiarism of figures is increasingly being recognized, with many authors preferring and journals recommending graphical abstracts to accompany original research work. Identifying duplication or similarity in figures is challenging. A starting point might be to search online repositories of scientific images such as Google Images for figures on a similar theme to that being evaluated. For review articles, a similar strategy to that proposed for identifying plagiarized tables might be useful. Advances in artificial intelligence might enable the development of tools in the future to identify more easily plagiarism of figures or tables.5,10
From this discussion, it is clear that percentages of similarity cannot be a substitute for editorial or reviewer oversight to identify plagiarism. This criticism is particularly relevant for the current guidelines regarding plagiarism that have been issued by the University Grants Commission of India. These prescribe percentages of similarity in different sections of the manuscript as acceptable or unacceptable. Detection of plagiarism requires considerable human input supported by output from similarity checking software. Neither of these components alone can accurately judge the presence or absence of text plagiarism. Plagiarism of ideas, figures, or tables can presently be assessed only by thorough editorial or reviewer oversight. Prospective authors should carefully consider the points discussed in this article to avoid falling prey to plagiarism.
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